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Building design entails an intuitive and informative exploration of an architect
involving iterative refinement of design ideas till client objectives, and priorities
are satisfied. Similarly, service cores in a building are designed through the
exploration of multifarious design options each with different performative
metrics regarding accessibility, efficiency, cost, feasibility, etc. As the current
process is labor-intensive, manual & dependent on the expertise of the architect,
the search space leading to the selection of an optimal design alternative is very
limited. This paper describes Service Core Generator (SCG) library in Autodesk
Dynamo enabling automated generation of service core models for varied
building shell geometry types (limited to orthogonal profiles). The tool described
encodes explicit and implicit domain knowledge into the system facilitating
service core models for buildings across varied scale with use type's including
offices, hotels or residential buildings.
Keywords: Design Alternatives, Geometry Analysis, Parametric Modelling,
Design Tools, Design Automation,

INTRODUCTION
A typical building is a combination of a building shell
(BS) and a service core (SC). BS is a container of inhabitable spaces satisfying the client's program requirements and project philosophies (See Figure 1(a)). SC
enables vertical circulation and utility delivery for its
users, comprising of elevators, stairwells, restrooms,
mechanical rooms and other project-speciﬁc utility
spaces (electrical rooms, laundry, etc.) Many of these
components of SC are designed with prescriptive

knowledge from building codes, ﬁre safety regulations, structural design guidelines, and other industry standards (Trabucco, 2010). The intent of the research summarized in this paper is to formalize expert knowledge from experts and design guidelines
in the form of a computational construct reusable for
multiple projects, aiding rapid generation of multiple design alternatives based on set objectives and
constraints described by the architect. Multiple design options increase the solution space to the design
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team enabling better decision making early on (Shea,
et al., 2005). It has a substantial impact on overall building functionality and cost, as compared to
changes inﬂicted on the project at the later stages, as
early decisions deﬁne the context and sets the tone
for further improvisation (Eastman, et al., 2008). We
intend to remodel the existing workﬂow, by aiding
architects to brainstorm technical challenges early on
in the project. Automating some aspect of the workﬂow by embedding design intelligence in the computer allows modeling reusable parametric objects
(Kat Park, 2010), which is repetitive across projects
or design options and requires highly technical expertise. This allows instantiation of SC modules over
and over again for any input BS geometry. This helps
tackle key technical challenges early on, validates
proposed design scheme and reduces project cost incurred due to changes inﬂicted later on in the project.
The idea presented depends on the hypothesis that
some aspects of the explicit (from building codes,
guidelines, etc.) and implicit (from experience and
expertise) knowledge base of an architect can be automated by embedding the same as a series of algorithms enhancing the architect's capability to analyze
and appraise hundreds of design alternatives based
on set goals and metrics (See Figure 1(b)).

downside their model uses multiple software platforms involving multiple points of data exchanges,
rendering the prototype less user-friendly and interactive (Marcelo Bernal, 2011). In the world of game
development, Fernando Marson et al. explained an
approach to deliver automated ﬂoor plan layouts by
compartmentalizing programs of residential apartments into group able zones, then hierarchically assigned a spatial location to them. They implemented
squariﬁed treemap algorithm by slicing spatial zones
into sub-compartments (Fernando Marson, 2010).
We researched on service cores focusing on both
mid-rise and high-rise buildings as height increases
complexity and constraints on building design and
service core layouts. Lijie et al. presented an in-depth
study on service core design for skyscrapers. They
outlined that buildings 150m or taller, need to have
elevators arranged in groups, or zones, called elevator banks. They emphasized the importance of vertical shafts to house M&E pipelines, ﬁre exit staircases
and optimized restroom allocation for better plumbing design (Xie, et al., 2012).

SHELL AND CORE SYSTEM
This paper describes Service Core Generator (SCG), a
library in Autodesk's Dynamo software, providing detailed 3d model of SC for buildings with use type's ofﬁces, hotels and residential towers having orthogonal BS geometry as an user input to the system. SCG
can work with low, mid and high-rise building typologies.

Building shell
RELATED WORKS
Marcelo et al. presented a top-down approach,
modeling nested assemblies of a service core model
based on custom user deﬁned functions, facilitating
multiple instantiation and reusability of parametric
models. They not only elaborated a successful service core modeler but also an analyzer gauging the
eﬃcacy and success of each design option. On the
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At the conceptual design stage architects develop
BS representing proposed building's shape, volume,
and location on the site satisfying client's vision and
objectives. Architects also integrate BS with exact
size, number, and position of required number of
SC satisfying local building codes and safety guidelines. Architects explore multiple design solutions
by developing multiple BS in quick succession, each
having a schematic SC model. Such quick changes
in BS requires manually updating SC, which is time-

Figure 1
(a) Building shells
(BS) and service
cores (SC) two main
components
deﬁning design
proposals at
conceptual design
stage. (b) Service
core generator
includes explicit
and implicit
knowledge base
realized by design
automation.

Figure 2
Shows the main
components of a
typical service core
system.

consuming and tedious. A typical SC includes multiple sub-components, the design of which requires
a high level of technical expertise and experience
in the ﬁeld. At the initial stage, design teams often struggle to deliver and translate required level of
technical competence into the model due to lack of
manpower and enough time to meet project deadlines. This impedes design and representation of a
working SC model, leading to the selection of design
alternatives which might need substantial changes
later on, to meet building codes requirements.

Service core design principles
Architects at times do not take the design of SC seriously at the initial stage of the project not only
because it is hidden inside the BS but also due to
the level of technical expertise needed to design a
working SC model (Trabucco, 2008). However, SC is
an extra cost to the building for developers as they
cannot lease it to tenants. Likewise, the industry
prefers compact and lean SC design (Hennessy & Wallace, 2012). This is ever so more relevant in modern
skyscrapers, where the need to build taller and slender is rising due to the rising price of land. In the initial design stage, not only size but the placement of
SC is extremely crucial for building performance. It
aﬀects mechanical and electrical systems (M&E) distribution routes, structural shear wall position, and
structural cost, signiﬁcantly impacting building ventilation and vertical circulation. Financially, the cost
of an SC for the high rise is around 38 percent of the
total structural cost and around 4-5 percent of the
development cost (Yeang, 2000). Therefore, SCG is
embedded with design intelligence catered to minimize space and volume of SC, while satisfying stakeholder's objectives. For example, minimizing 50 mm
for all walls in a concrete walled core can reduce cost
by 30-40 percentage of the total structural cost. NGR
is the ratio between net saleable or rentable area to
the total gross area of the building, and it is one of
the metrics in SCG to appraise the performance of
a generated design. SCG knows higher NGR means
better SC design. Evidently, more time spent on SC

design makes the design proposal more eﬃcient and
sustainable (Ali & Armstrong, 2008).

Service core components
SC contains an Elevator Bank Unit (EBU), Technical
Room Unit (TRU) and Stair Halls with Restroom Units
(SRU) (See Figure 2).
1. EBU is the principal component in SC, especially in high rise buildings, which houses banks of
elevators stacked next to each other (Le Messurier,
1986). Fire safety guidelines deﬁne the arrangement
of elevators in EBU, thereby determining the overall
size of it. Other components TRU and SRU are placed
around EBU and their volume and size also gets affected by the ﬁre safety regulations.
2. TRU principally houses M&E rooms, duct risers,
mechanical pipelines, shafts transferring pipelines
for electrical and communications cabling. Good SC
design places the M&E programs away from the shear
walls, maintaining the stiﬀness of SC (Xie, et al., 2012).
3. SRU houses general stairways along with ﬁre
stairways and restroom areas. As staircases cannot
pass through the refuge or mechanical ﬂoors, SCG
makes sure that stairs, especially ﬁre exit stairs get
vertical continuity across diﬀerent zones as BS rises
higher. SCG determines the number of stairways,
(min. two for ﬁre safety), the number of male and female toilets and their sizes. SRU when placed along
the external periphery of SC, gets the advantage of
external ventilation access.

Service core placement strategies.
Placement of SC in BS signiﬁcantly aﬀects design performance and eﬃciency. SCG generates design options by placing cores in the following subtypes: Central, Split, End and Atrium (See Figure 3(a)). For each
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of these strategies, SCG computes distance from the
ﬂoor plate outline to the edge of the core. SCG accepts this distance to be within a set range, say 6m12m for a ﬂoor height range from 3.8m to 5m. Otherwise, SCG places another SC, to maintain the distance
to the ﬂoor outline.

Strategy 2. This strategy also balances traﬃc load
amongst diﬀerent elevator banks, but unlike strategy
1, all elevators do not start from ground level. Different vertical sections of the building have diﬀerent
elevator banks assigned for them. Elevators in each
bank travel from the starting level to the ending level
of the each vertical section. People interchange between diﬀerent zones via common ﬂoor levels where
elevators across diﬀerent zones overlap. These ﬂoor
levels are called sky lounge or lobby.

Service core and Building Shell dependency

Service core conﬁguration strategies
SCG can place cores by employing two modes each
depending on the way elevators are designed to
reach respective ﬂoors (See Figure 3(b)). In high-rise
buildings, traﬃc loads are balanced across the elevator banks to access various levels and thus all elevators do not access every level. These strategies are
explained as below:
Strategy 1. This strategy entails all elevators start
from the ground level having a high density of elevators at the lower level compared to upper levels,
arranged in separate banks. The number of banks is
directly proportional to the number of vertical sections or zones of the building, which is set depending on the height of the building. Elevators banks
are dropped as we go higher in the BS. The sequence
of dropping of elevator banks depends on the load
balancing of the traﬃc amongst each bank, meaning
core layout is reconﬁgured at each level, enlarging
usable ﬂoor area (UFA). UFA is the area available to
be leased out to tenants. At lower levels where express elevators do not stop, elevator lobbies are used
for restrooms or other spaces from TRU. Similarly for
upper levels, where elevator banks are dropped, the
empty space retrieved is either returned to the ﬂoor
as leasable space or assigned to either TRU or SRU
(Marcelo Bernal, 2011).
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SCG has direct linkage and dependency between the
BS and SC, meaning that updating BS, triggers SCG to
recompute SC in real time by calculating total building footprint, the requirement of a number of elevators, computing elevator banks, key ﬂoor levels
where the elevator banks start and stop, etc. This
workﬂow of changing BS in quick succession to test
ideas in the initial stage of the project is very frequent amongst architects in the conceptual design
stage. The automatic option generation of SC on
change of BS geometry eliminates the manual and
laborious task of re-modeling and re-computing service cores allows architects to focus on other aspect
of the project.

Rapid option development with SCG
The whole precedent of having SCG automatically
generate design options is to widen the solution
space of possible service core layouts which the
proposed BS can integrate within, embedded with
nested sub-components as described above. Consequently, SCG validates the feasibility of the design
or BS, by testing if it can ﬁt the necessary SC satisfying building codes and design guidelines. SCG not
only aids architects to develop better design solutions for the clients but also saves time and budget
of the project, by encouraging and facilitating them
to tackle the technical aspect of the project early on,
which reduces cost of the project. (Perino, et al.,
2015).

Figure 3
(a) Service core
placement
strategies. (b)
Service core
internal
conﬁguration
strategies

Figure 4
Shows state of the
Dynamo graph
implementing SCG
under the hood of
python based
custom nodes.

nested assemblies satisfying building code requirements and safety guidelines capable of being integrated into the supplied BS is the principal user requirement from SCG.User inputs for SCG include a ﬁle
path to a '.stl' ﬁle as the empty BS (in case the shell
is modeled in a diﬀerent software). SCG is capable
to model a BS in place, based on user inputs like site
position, length, width, height of the bounding box,
type of shell (there are total four types allowed, as
mentioned below), number of ﬂoors, habitable ﬂoor
height, mechanical ﬂoor height, mechanical ﬂoor frequency etc. Other inputs consist of elevator lobby
width, area to be satisﬁed per elevator, elevator width
and length or area per elevator; maximum allowed
distance to the nearest SC, maximum elevators per
elevator bank, the number of vertical sections of the
BS, aspect ratio and area for rooms in TRU and SRU,
etc (See Figure 5).

Figure 5
Shows key
processes in SCG
and user inputs for
each of them.

Figure 6
(a) Diagram
showing four types
of shell outline
tested (b) Shows
the SCG adding
service core to the
input shell outline.

METHODOLOGY
This section explains the system design of SCG (See
Figure 4) modeled as a collection of Python (Michael
T. Goodrich, 2013) based 'Custom Nodes' in Autodesk's Dynamo platform. Here 'custom nodes' and
'packages' refer to reusable blocks of code which can
be instantiated repetitively by users across multiple
projects and teams for varied building typology and
use types. The workﬂow is that the user inputs an
empty BS initiating SCG, to generate plausible SC designs supporting the supplied BS. Following sections
describe the major components of the system, starting with an explanation of the user requirements and
inputs to the system, then the Shell Maker generating
BS, then the Service Core Maker, an Analyzer highlighting analytics and metric score for the generated
SC design and ﬁnally a Core Geometry Maker, rendering SC 3d model in Dynamo.

User Requirements and Inputs:
Successful delivery of all of the aforementioned components of an SC, namely, EBU, TRU and SRU as

Shell Maker (SM):
Shell Maker(SM) employs two building shell generation methods (See Figure 8(a). One allows users
to supply a predesigned BS to the system as a '.stl'
ﬁle. SCG can read four distinct types of the shell including 'Rectangle, L, U and Courtyard' schema (See
Figure 6). SM reads the .stl model, then generates
ﬂoor outlines based on input ﬂoor heights. Next, the
algorithm subdivides each ﬂoor outlines into a collection of rectangles to simplify necessary computations downstream. Based on input building height
of the BS bounding box, habitable ﬂoor height, mechanical ﬂoor height, and frequency of mechanical
ﬂoor level, the ﬂoor outlines were placed at the assigned height level.
The other process allows users to model the shell
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in place proceeding from a combination of user parameters and random variables to investigate diﬀerent kinds of shell geometry feasible within the four
kinds of shell typologies. Essentially a 'shape generator' custom method was written forming ﬂoor outlines within the conﬁnes of the bounding box, whose
length, width and height are provided to the system
as user inputs. These shapes are of four aforementioned types. Next SM places ﬂoor outlines at the assigned height level based on the height list formed
as described. (See Figure 7)

Service Core Maker (SCM)
Based on ﬂoor outlines from SM, Service Core Maker
(SCM) node of SCG, enables multiple alternatives of
SC based on diﬀerent ways of SC placement and internal conﬁguration of its components (See Figure
8(b)). First, SCM computes the total built area and ascertains the number of passenger elevators and service elevators needed. This is computed based on the
user input of 'area each elevator needs to satisfy' in
SCG.
SM provides rectangular regions in the ﬂoor outlines. For each rectangular region, SCM divides the
longer dimension with the user input of 'maximum
egress distance allowed to a service core'. The process arrives at a quantity of SC to be positioned in
each rectangular region. Subsequently, SCM places
SC in various positions within BS, satisfying the maximum egress distance allowed constraint. Positioning
possibilities include aligning SC along central, longitudinal or transversal axes, placing cores along external walls or combining the previous two options. For
the rectangle shell type, the placement of the service
core is straightforward, but for other shell types, if
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SCM ﬁnds two SC placed within close vicinity (a parameter), SCG pushes them apart till there is space
available in the BS (See Figure 10(b)). Next, SCM distributes the spatial allocation of needed amount of
EBU, TRU and SRU among the placed cores. Here
the process can either distribute the space allocation
evenly or through reference to a speciﬁed proportion, i.e. 50: 30: 20 percent, etc. Notably, the spatial
allocation of the cores directly aﬀects the respective
core's size and proportion. SCM disallow cores with
unrealistic proportions.
Post placement of cores, the algorithm space
plans each of them (See Figure 9(a) and 10(a)). For
allocating program spaces, the algorithm employs a
custom squariﬁed tree map process, using a space
subdivision method that keeps in consideration the
aspect ratio of generated subspaces. This approach
employs recursive space division based on a predeﬁned space hierarchy, placing the EBU ﬁrst in the
SC space container. Based on the number of vertical sections of the BS, number of elevators needed,
and number of elevators allowed per bank (a user
input parameter), SCM makes lists of elevators representing elevator banks. Using squariﬁed tree map
technique, SCM allocates elevator banks in EBU and
provides space for elevator lobbies to ensure accessibility to the elevators (See Figure 9(b)). SCM can
demarcate elevators as passenger or service elevators, each type having a unique aspect ratio or dimensions based on user requirements. Each elevator
bank must satisfy the requirements of a speciﬁc number of ﬂoors in the assigned vertical section of the BS
and thus SCM provides each elevator bank a starting
ﬂoor level and a stopping ﬂoor level also referred to
as key ﬂoor level (KFL). The concept of KFL is inspired
from the previous research of Marcelo et al. providing
a description of KFL computation to maximize SC eﬃciency. KFL for each elevator bank is computed based
on the target area to be satisﬁed by the elevator bank.
Target area is the area of the vertical section of the BS
minus the area consumed by SC per ﬂoor. Complexity lies in computation of target area because area of
SC is informed by target area and vice versa.

Figure 7
In place Building
shell modelled in
SCG with varied
heights.

Figure 8
(a) Process map
showing workﬂow
of Shell maker. (b)
Process ﬂow
showing workﬂow
of Service core
maker.

Figure 9
(a) Floor layout
showing EBU, SRU
and TRU
component of the
service core. (b)
Generated service
core for a twisted
tower on a
rectangle shell type
showing EBU, SRU,
TRU and Elevator
lobbies.
Figure 10
(a) Floor layout of
the generated
Service core for U
Shaped shell type.
(b)Service core
models populated
in an input U
Shaped Shell
topology

First target area for every elevator bank is computed
by dividing the total building area (TBA) by number
of vertical sections. Then usable ﬂoor area (UFA) for
each ﬂoor is computed by subtracting area of TRU
and SRU from total ﬂoor area. Every elevator bank
maintains area served as the elevators in it goes up
the BS level by level. The algorithm iterates through
each ﬂoor and if area served by the elevator bank has
not reached target area, then the elevator bank area
is subtracted from the UFA and the value obtained
is added to the area served variable. As soon as the
area served value for the elevator bank hits the target
area, the elevator banks are dropped and the ﬂoor
level where it occurs, is stored as the KFL for that ele-

vator bank (Marcelo Bernal, 2011). This is repeated
for all elevator banks such that SCM knows KFL for
every elevator bank in the EBU. Dropping elevator
banks makes the SC compact and eﬃcient as it rises
through the BS. SCG relocates restrooms and technical rooms spatially in the area of the dropped elevator bank, making the core slender and leaner higher
up (See Figure 11). To implement core conﬁguration
strategy 2, SCM computes starting ﬂoor level (SFL)
for each elevator bank. Basically KFL for previous elevator bank becomes the SFL for the current elevator
bank and KFL for current bank is computed by computing served area starting from SFL.
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tained spaces for each ﬂoor level. The built volume of
each component of SC can be obtained by extruding
the polygons in Autodesk Dynamo as poly-surfaces.
These can be directly exported to Autodesk Revit or
other 3d software for further use in design development. CGM also exports point cloud information of
the output geometry as a .csv ﬁle for further space
plan analysis, visualization and computation. CGM
deploys Boolean operations to construct SC corridors
and elevator lobbies for each ﬂoor level.

IMPLEMENTATION : SCG LIBRARY

Analyzer
The analyzer informs the architect about the performance and eﬃciency of each SC design option.
As the architect can change the number of elevator
banks and served area per elevator, the analyzer can
inform the designer if the elevators placed in the core
are working below or above their nominal capacity.
Further, the analyzer displays the percentage area
of SC with respect to the total shell area, indicating
the marketable area or NGR, a key success metric for
building design. Additionally, based on the analytics
from the analyzer, architects can recommend certain
core conﬁgurations suitable for certain shell typologies. Other analytics reported include expected elevators per bank, provided elevators per bank, UFA per
ﬂoor, area served per elevator and male or female toilet area and conﬁguration (See Figure 11).

Core Geometry Maker (CGM)
The Core Geometry Maker (CGM) outputs geometries by providing labeled polygonal outlines of con-
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SCG is delivered as a collection of four custom nodes
in Autodesk's Dynamo, using inbuilt Python programmable nodes (See Figure 12). The ﬁrst two custom nodes build the BS using two processes described above. The next custom node implements
SCM with analytics information to appraise the generated design option. The ﬁnal custom node renders
the geometry as a set of polylines and poly surfaces
representing components of SC. Following the success of the python based prototype, work is in the
process to develop SCG further as Zero Touch Dynamo Nodes (delivered as a C sharp based .dll library).
This helps scale and optimize the library further enhancing its functionality and preciseness.

Figure 11
Shows restrooms in
SRU, relocated to
vacant spaces from
dropped elevator
banks as the core
rises up.

Figure 12
Analyzer
component of SCG
showing, expected
number of
elevators, number
of elevators
provided, target
area for each
elevator, total
served area by each
elevator bank,
usable area left
each ﬂoor level etc.

Figure 13
Screenshot
showing the
custom nodes
placed in Autodesk
Dynamo Studio.

DISCUSSION & RESULTS
The objective of the described parametric model in
Dynamo was to enable architects or design teams
create reusable assemblies of SC model. One straight
forward use case of SCG is to generate detailed SC

Figure 14
Screenshots
showing generated
service core design
options from SCG.

models on diﬀerent shell typologies supplied. Owing
to the user's input of contextual data and prescriptive knowledge, SCG is designed to ﬁnd potential design alternatives which are reasonably distinct and
architecturally rational, broadening architects design
space.
Figure 15
(a) Screenshot of
Akaba, a web based
space planning tool
showing a service
core (the grey box)
and the egress
route (green spline).
(b) Shows service
core generator
integrated with
Akaba placing
detailed service
core models.

tates appraisal of each design option based on space
usage, eﬃciency, safety, structural load, cost, etc. It
encourages reusable, modular and goal-driven design practice among architects by automating a signiﬁcant amount of work which is repetitive, timeconsuming and requires signiﬁcant amount of technical knowledge. SCG can beneﬁt from Genetic Algorithm based optimizers, making it iteratively learn
from the generated options and ﬁnd solution sets
which approach described goals as closely as possible.

CONCLUSION
Another use case of SCG was its integration with
Akaba, a web-based application developed by Autodesk's generative design team. Akaba, a collaborative 3D space planning tool generates optimal program stacking options to achieve desired goals and
objectives set by the user. SCG was used to deploy
service cores in the Akaba framework. (See Figure
15(a) and 15(b)).SCG successfully evaluates and facili-

Our prototype demonstrates the feasibility to embed
design intelligence into a parametric model, delivering reusable content. The research proves the notion that repetitive tasks needing prescribed technical expertise are instantiable, allowing architects
to invest time in other aspects of the project enhancing team productivity. We realize that the current system is limited to orthogonal geometry with
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predeﬁned shell typologies with a limited degree of
freedom for the user. But we intend to grow the
system further including angular or curvilinear typologies. One of the salient features of SCG is the
real time update and feedback of the service core
model, upon any changes made to the building shell,
enabling the designer to validate design proposals
by testing if supplied building shell is ﬁt to inhabit
necessary service cores to satisfy building code requirements. Visual programming tools like Dynamo
was eﬃcient to handle this level of complex computation, allowing the ability to build the system
in one interactive platform for the user, eliminating
the burden of managing multiple tools. SCG follows a top-down approach beginning with computing number of cores and their volume to assigning
detailed nested assemblies of relevant components
of the core like EBU, TRU and SRU. SCG delivers an integrated 3d model of the service core with its components nested within, enabling easy instantiation and
quick addition to the supplied building shell making
it scalable and reusable across diﬀerent project genres. Including SCG in the current workﬂow at the initial stage, technical challenges will be dealt early on
by the design team, saving investment of time and
manpower by not having to make multiple changes
to the project downstream. SCG exempliﬁes the development parametric objects driven by encoded explicit and some extent of implicit knowledge, satisfying technical requirements for any project, resulting in automation of key tasks for an architect
which are repetitive across projects or various stages
in projects. Future development of SCG includes the
provision to input building use type (oﬃce, hotel, residential, hospital, etc.) such that SCG can recommend
design options by implementing strategies from best
practices tailored for speciﬁc types of buildings. We
also plan to include ﬂoor usage e.g. single, shared or
multi-tenant as a user input to have SCG place and
conﬁgure service cores with higher eﬃciency. Current system is based on the assumption that the proposed design will have uniform distribution of residents across ﬂoors, but in future we can address non
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homogeneous density of people.
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